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NDEs and Archetypes

To the Editor:
In a recent paper on ketamine and the near-death experience

(NDE), Scott Rogo (1984) cited Stanislav Grof and Joan Halifax
and myself as responsible for an interpretation of NDEs that uses
the concept of "archetypes". After a two-sentence statement of the
archetype explanation, Rogo wrote: "The problem with this theory
is that it could be called a 'non-theory,' since it explains one unknown
by another (i.e., worldwide archetypes)" (p. 94). I cannot speak for
Grof and Halifax, but for myself I would like to say the following.

First, in general, it seems improper to dismiss casually in this way
what another has taken some pains to develop-in my paper (1983),
36 pages. Casually presented ideas no doubt merit casual dismissals,
but when an author attempts to develop a point of view in some
detail, a critic should first summarize that point of view fairly and
then proceed to criticize it in detail. Rogo's breach is compounded
by the fact that I specifically addressed the issue he cited; the whole
of page 32 of my paper dealt with the explanatory power of arche-
types in general, and at least demonstrated an awareness of the diffi-
culty Rogo alluded to. Further, the entire paper was an attempt to
show that numerous properties of near-death experiences match
rather closely the properties of archetypes as we know them through
the writings of Jungian depth psychologists. The fact that there are
many things unknown about archetypes in no way argues against
archetypes providing a plausible explanation for NDEs. All expla-
nations are relative, and are ultimately rooted in logically primitive
ideas and tacit assumptions-in short, in a variety of unknowns
or unknowables.

Consider the following example: suppose one were to attempt to
explain NDEs by saying they were stress-induced hallucinations. One
might or might not agree that this was correct, but one couldn't
say that it was a "non-theory" just because there are things about
stress-induced hallucinations we don't understand. What makes it
a "theory"-I am using this term rather loosely-is that it puts the
NDE in a larger, more coherent, and more familiar conceptual frame-
work. It takes away some of the irritant of a dislocated datum. At
a more advanced level of theorizing, a good theory would help us
make fresh predictions about what will happen; it would serve as a
map for deeper explorations of experience. In my view, we have not
quite reached this level of theoretical sophistication in near-death
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studies. I have my doubts about ever being able to model theories
of human behavior with the same degree of precision that we do in
theories of mechanistic phenomena.

After dismissing the archetype explanation, Rogo said in the next
sentence that "all of these explanations may well be equally viable"
(p. 94). If that is so, then the claim that the archetype theory is a
"non-theory" cannot also be sustained. If that seems inconsistent,
it is at least consistent with Rogo's sentence after the next. After
stating that each account may have some advantages and disadvan-
tages (which, vaguely enough, is true), he wrote: "How one wishes
to interpret the ketamine-NDE relationship is really a matter of
choice or individual bias rather than logic or analysis." Suppose I
were to say that the NDE (or ketamine which produces near-death
effects) is a ploy of the devil to delude the unwary into thinking death
is a fun trip (an example of my individual bias); and suppose I were
to infer from this that the end of the world is at hand (an example of
bad logic). According to Rogo, that piece of nonsense would be just
as valid as a closely reasoned, empirically supported theory.

I wouldn't have stressed the reductio ad absurdum that follows
from Rogo's remark except for the following reason. In Rogo's
book, Miracles (1982, see p. 212), there is a chapter on Marian visions
in which the theory of archetypes was used to account for these
unusual apparitional experiences. (His speculations on that were
intriguing, I thought.) Unfortunately, that is also a demonstration of
Rogo's cavalier attitude toward logical consistency: in Miracles,
when it served Rogo's "individual bias," the theory of archetypes
was a legitimate theory-elsewhere, when it doesn't, the same theory
becomes a "non-theory." But why is the theory of archetypes legiti-
mate for Scott Rogo yet a "non-theory" for the rest of the world?
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